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ALP-lepton interactions

The global pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons 

                     (ALPs)

shift symmetry



ALP-lepton interactions

new physics scale 

dimensionless coupling



ALP-lepton interactions

“The neutrino coupling is 
suppressed by its mass” 

“The vector coupling 
is unphysical”

Are the previous statements 
in the literature correct ?



ALP-lepton interactions

Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 241801      [arXiv: 2209.00665] 

More generally, each lepton coupling term in the above can arise independently in a 
electroweak invariant theory by including the following currents,   
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ALP-lepton interactions

After integration by parts of                , the             can be represented as 

How about the 
scenario for heavy 
leptophilic ALPs ?



Leptophilic ALP decay modes

electrophilic

photophilic

eALP
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Electroweak Violating and Electroweak Preserving scenarios

EWP : 
1. PQ charges are electroweak symmetric 
2. The lepton current is pure right-handed 

coupling current 

EWV : 
1. Generated through RG flow 
2. Also by 
3. The lepton current is pure axial-vector

current 



more than 
4 orders !
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Exploring                          at CEPC

1. We choose the CEPC with
2. Benchmark point : 
3. The signal process                         , 

signature : 2 isolated photons plus missing energy 

4. Possible SM backgrounds : 
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Exploring                          at CEPC



Main results and existing bounds
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Conclusion

1. The less discussed four-point interaction, W-l-ν-a, in electroweak-violating (EWV) 
scenario plays an important role to explore leptophilic ALPs : 

Light eALPs : charged mesons and W boson exotic decays. 

Heavy eALPs : t-channel ALP production modes : 

2. Taking CEPC with                as an examples, we find the possible future bounds of           
can be lower than about                           for                              which is much stronger 
than existing bounds.





Back-up
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Exploring                             at CEPC

When the ALP is light, it will be highly boosted, generating two photons in the final 
state that are too collimated to pass the photon isolation criteria, resulting in a 
novel 'photon-jet' signature. Additionally, the light ALP can become a long-lived 
particle (LLP). Further details on these studies can be found in my paper.



Exploring                          at CEPC

1. We choose the CEPC with
2. Benchmark point : 
3. The signal process                         , 

signature : A photon-jet plus missing energy 

4. Possible SM backgrounds : 



Exploring                          at CEPC

1. We apply the C/A jet clustering algorithm with 

a cone size R = 0.4 for a photon-jet candidate.

2. Then the hadronic energy fraction is required 

to satisfy 
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1.
2.
3.
4.
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